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ABSTRACT: Cellulose fiber materials suitable for filtering,
insulation, protective, and hygiene applications can be formed
using aqueous foam as a carrier phase. The subtle fiber−bubble
interaction provides a tool which can be utilized to alter both
structural and mechanical material properties. Earlier model surface
studies have only indicated clear surface-bubble adhesion when
both the surface hydrophobicity and surface tension of the solution
are high enough. In this work, we first show that for silica model
surfaces these basic mechanisms are similar for both nonionic
polyethylene glycol sorbitan monolaurate (Tween 20) and anionic
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) surfactants. In the second step, thick
nonwoven materials were foam formed from hydrophilic or
hydrophobic viscose fibers using small amounts of cellulose microfibers (CMFs) to form a bonding agent. There was a clear
variation in structure and strength properties between the samples made using different fibers and surfactants. The partial alignment
and layering of fibers in the wet foam led to anisotropy in the mechanical properties of the formed samples. Using SDS, the fiber
alignment was very strong for hydrophilic fibers but was reduced for hydrophobic fibers because of stronger coupling to bubbles
during structure forming, impacting the microscale fiber network. For nonionic Tween 20, in addition to surfactant adsorption on
the fibers, the ethoxylated surfactant headgroups are suggested to form bridges between CMFs and other fibers, restricting fiber
movements during formation. For hydrophilic fibers, this showed up as a lower in-plane compression modulus but higher transverse
strength for Tween 20 compared with SDS surfactant. For hydrophobic fibers, the sensitivity of the mechanical properties on
surfactant type was even stronger.
KEYWORDS: foam, surfactant, cellulose fiber, hydrophobicity, structure, anisotropy, mechanical properties

1. INTRODUCTION
Challenges with oil-based materials, especially with single-use
products, have driven research toward intensive development of
alternatives in many industrial sectors. The requirements are
demanding as materials should be from natural and renewable
recourses, biodegradable, and, preferably, also recyclable.1 In
addition to sustainability, new application solutions need to have
the required functionality, mechanical properties and material
efficiency. A minimal need for raw materials can be achieved via
porous structures, such as foams and aerogels, due to their low
density. The high porosity and surface area provide interesting
opportunities for high-performance materials in different
applications, such as water purification,2 heat and energy
transfer,3 thermal and sound insulation,4−6 packaging,7 and
construction.8,9

In the preparation of porous materials, there are several
different physical and chemical means to tailor structural and
functional properties for various applications. A suitable method

in each case is linked to the way in which the material
components are distributed into a connected structure. For
example, themechanical properties of aerogels are dominated by
the aggregation of raw materials which can be controlled by the
freezing rate of the liquid phase.10,11 As another example, porous
cellulose-based materials are often prepared as foams where
parameters such as internal porosity and morphology are
connected to the structural and mechanical properties.12

Foam forming13−16 is a modified papermaking technology
used to produce high-performance porous fiber materials (e.g.,
protective packaging, insulation, hygiene applications, and air
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filters).17−19 Here, aqueous foam is used as a transfer medium to
build up a network of fibers that bond together and form
lightweight material after foam removal and drying (Figure 1).
Despite intensive research into foam-formed materials,20−23 a

deeper understanding is needed of the mechanisms related to
the actual forming process (Figure 1). This not only helps to
better control the process itself but also enables tailoring of the
final properties of the materials obtained after foam removal and
drying. Al-Qararah et al.24,25 showed that there is a connection
between the wet foam properties, such as the air content and
bubble size, and the dry fiber network properties, including
density and pore size distribution. Moreover, the mechanical
behavior is affected by fiber alignment26 and bonding,27 which
are both set by the forming process. Recently, Burke et al.28

observed that a very low density network can consist of distinct
layers, which are associated with anisotropy in mechanical
compression properties. Any means of affecting such features in
the formed structure will have an impact on strength properties.
Air bubbles tend to attach to natural cellulose fiber

surfaces.25,29,30 However, recent studies with hydrophobized
cellulose and silica model surfaces31 showed that a smooth
surface needs to have a water-in-air contact angle of at least 60°
until the surface and a bubble forms a clear three-phase contact
(TPC). For smaller contact angles, surface wetting weakens the
interaction considerably, and this effect is further enhanced by
the presence of surfactants and electrolytes.31 For high
surfactant amounts, the adhesion also disappeared for hydro-
phobic silica surfaces because of the wetting transition. By
affecting the adhesion of bubbles to fibers, the fiber and

surfactant types contribute not only to the foam−fiber
interaction during forming but also to the coarsening of wet
fiber foams and their drainage properties.32 Thus, the structure
of foam-formed nonwovens, in which both natural and man-
made fiber are used, is expected to be sensitive to not only the
fiber surface properties but also the type and concentration of
the surfactant. This in turn affects the final material properties,
such as mechanical strength, and heat and gas transport.

The aim of this work is to study the effects of fiber surface
energy and the surfactant type on bubble adhesion behavior and
final material properties. For this purpose, common foam
forming surfactants were used to generate wet foams. Based on
the model surface studies, the surfactants and their concen-
trations were chosen so that we could expect both attachment
and weak interaction between bubbles and fibers in the foam.
These were then used to form thick low-density networks from
either hydrophilic or hydrophobic viscose fibers (or from their
mixture) (Figure 1).

X-ray tomography and computational image analyses were
used to analyze the obtained porous structures. Mechanical
compression and tensile tests in the z-direction (Figure 1) were
used to evaluate thematerial performance. Surfactant residues in
the fiber networks were spectrophotometrically analyzed, and
their contribution to the mechanical properties was considered.
To explain the findings, earlier results obtained with a captive
bubble method for model silica surfaces using SDS surfactant31

were completed with similar studies using the Tween 20
surfactant.

Figure 1. (a) Interaction of bubbles and viscose fibers in a sodium dodecyl sulfate solution. (b) Investigation of bubble−fiber interaction with
simplified model surfaces using the captive bubble method. (c) Connection between bubble−fiber interaction and structural properties of foam-
formed materials. Materials are prepared with a foam mold by pouring a wet fiber foam into the mold. The foam flow mainly orientates the fibers in a
lateral x-direction (explained in section 2.5). After foam drainage and drying, a dry fiber network is formed.
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For the first time, our study reveals how the strength of the
bubble−fiber interaction can affect the deposition of fibers in the
formed network and thus impact its mechanical performance.
There has been some speculation on how, for example, the
direction of foam flow or drainage could introduce a vertical
orientation component for fiber segments in thick foam-formed
materials,23,33 as they lack the limitations that come from a
planar network geometry. The present study shows that a
nonlayered fiber distribution can be enforced by fiber surface
properties and the surfactant type. This has been a long-standing
target in traditional papermaking where water formation leads
generally to a layered structure.34 In our case, the implications of
the modified fiber orientation distribution are clearly seen in the
stress behavior of tensile and compressive deformations of the
dried low-density materials. The findings are readily applicable
for forming porous fiber materials with tailored mechanical
properties for many different applications.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Chemicals. All the reagents used in the experiments were of

analytical grade. The surfactants (Table S1), sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS; purity ≥99%) and polyethylene glycol sorbitan monolaurate
(Tween 20), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany) and used
without further purification. SDS is a small anionic surfactant with a
negatively charged sulfate headgroup and carbon chain (C-12). SDS is
commonly used in cleaning and hygiene products and is much studied
in the foam literature due to its fast foaming nature. Tween 20 (also
known as polysorbate-20) is a large nonionic surfactant consisting of
ethoxylated sorbitan molecules with 20 units of polyethylene glycol and
12-carbon long fatty acid chain. Tween 20 is a food-grade surfactant
widely used in the pharmaceutical and food industries. See Table S1 for
the molecular weight and structure of the surfactants. Sodium
hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium chloride (NaCl) were purchased
from Merk (Germany). Ethanol (Etax, AA grade) was purchased from
Altia Oyj (Finland). Chlorotrimethylsilane (CTMS) was purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). A mixture of isomeric ortho-, meta-,
and para-forms of xylene was purchased from Prolabo (France). Finally,
toluene was purchased from VWR International (France).

Trimethylsilyl cellulose (TMSC) was synthesized from micro-
granular cellulose (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the procedure
described in the literature.35 Microgranular cellulose was first dissolved
in lithium chloride in dimethylacetamide (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany).
The dissolved cellulose solution was then heated to 80 °C, and
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS, Sigma-Aldrich, Germany) was added in
a nitrogen atmosphere. After cooling, some methanol was added to the
mixture to enhance the crystallization of the TMSC. A degree of
substitution (DS) of 2.5 was determined using liquid-state NMR
(Bruker Avance III 500).
2.2. Fiber Materials. Viscose fibers are regenerated cellulose

consisting of cellulose II. They are uniform in their shape and
morphology and have no fines, making the interpretation of the results
easier. Two types of viscose fibers, hydrophobic Olea (KSH 1.7 dtex/5
mm) and hydrophilic Danufil (KS 1.7 dtex/6 mm), were delivered by
Kelheim Fibers (Germany) (Figure S3). According to the producer, the
single-fiber contact angles with water were 100° for Olea and 25° for
Danufil. The hydrophobicity of the Olea fibers was activated by heat
treatment for 2 h at 130 °C. The responsible additive causing this effect
had already been added during the spinning process, and therefore, the
induced hydrophobicity was permanent. Both fiber types had a similar
cross-sectional shape and equal lateral dimensions (average effective
diameter: 12 μm), which means they can be expected to have similar
bending stiffness and other mechanical properties. The relatively small
difference in their lengths (5 mm vs 6 mm) was not expected to
significantly affect the forming process or the final sample properties.
Physical properties of the used viscose fibers are listed in Table S2.

Cellulose microfibers (CMFs) were produced from never-dried
birch kraft pulp. The pulp was prerefined at 1.7% consistency (i.e., the
mass fraction of the solids in a water suspension) using a grinder

(Supermasscolloider MKZA10-15J, Masuko Sangyo Co., Japan) with a
rotation speed of 1500 rpm. After grinding, the pulp was fluidized
(Microfluidics M-7115−30, VTT, Espoo, Finland) with three passes at
an operating pressure of 1800 bar. No chemical modification was
applied. The final consistency of the CMF suspension was 2.2%. A
detailed description of the CMF preparation can be found in the
literature.36,37 The surface charge of the mechanically fibrillated
material was 0.02−0.05 mmol/g, the fibril widths were between 15
and 105 nm, and the viscosity at a shear rate of 10 rpm was 11.3 Pa·s.38
More detailed characterization of the used CMF can be found in the
literature.38

2.3. Preparation ofModel Surfaces. Simple hydrophilic (Si-OH)
and hydrophobic (Si-CH3) silica surfaces were used to study the basic
mechanisms of the wetting phenomenon. Silica surfaces are smooth and
homogeneous so the effect of the roughness and variations in the
chemical content of the surface could be excluded. Model surfaces were
prepared according to a modified procedure derived from the
literature.39 Si-wafer substrates (Okmetic, Espoo, Finland) were first
cleaned with UV-Ozone (Procleaner, BioForce nanosciences, USA) for
10 min. Hydrophilization was achieved by immersing the surface in 2.5
M NaOH for 15 min, followed by thorough rinsing with Milli-Q water
and drying with nitrogen gas. After modification, wafers were stored in
EtOH until use to avoid contamination. The hydrophilized Si-wafers
were then treated with a CTMS−xylene solution (400 μL CTMS in 10
mL xylene) overnight to produce hydrophobic silica surfaces. After the
immersion, the wafers were rinsed with xylene and dried with nitrogen
gas. The measured water-in-air contact angles and surface free energies
were 5° and 65mN/m for hydrophilic silica and 100° and 22mN/m for
hydrophobic silica. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness was
analyzed using images from an atomic force microscope (AFM) and
was found to be 0.4 nm for hydrophilic silica and 3.4 nm for
hydrophobic silica meaning that the surfaces were extremely smooth. A
more detailed characterization of the surfaces can be found in the
literature.31

2.4. Captive Bubble Measurements. The measurements40,41

were carried out using an optical Theta tensiometer (Attension, Biolin
Scientific, Espoo, Finland). The liquids used in the measurement were
Milli-Q water and Tween 20 solutions in concentrations of 0.01, 0.05,
0.53, and 5.3 mM, prepared in the Milli-Q water.

In the measurements, a model surface was first immersed about 2
mm under the liquid’s surface. A bubble (4 μL) was then formed on the
tip of a hooked needle placed underneath the model surface. The
bubble was stabilized for 600 s, and the change in the surface tension, γ,
was recorded. Then, the bubble was brought into contact with the
model surface at the speed of 10 mm/min. If the bubble attached to the
surface during the first 100 s, the bubble contact angle θB was recorded
for 60 s at 10 frames per second. Otherwise, the interaction was
classified as having “no adhesion”. Six replicates per trial point were
conducted. The quartz cuvette and the hooked needle were carefully
washed prior to and after every measurement using Deconex and EtOH
and then rinsed withMilli-Qwater. The experiments were carried out in
a regulated atmosphere of 23 °C and with 50% relative humidity. A
more detailed description of the captive bubble measurement can be
found in the literature.31

2.5. Foam Forming of Fiber Samples. Five types of samples
(Table 1) were prepared from hydrophobic or hydrophilic viscose
fibers, or their mixture. Both SDS and Tween 20 surfactants were used
as foaming agents. A higher dosage level was required for Tween 20 to
achieve a similar air content to that achieved with SDS.42 Viscose fibers
do not significantly bond to one another due to their smooth surfaces
and small interfiber contact areas. For this reason, a small amount of
CMF was added in all furnishes to facilitate bonding and to provide
strength for the foam-formed materials. The addition level of CMF in
the wet furnish was 5 weight-% of the dry fiber amount for all samples.
According to previous studies,27 the 5% addition level was considered
to be sufficient to provide the necessary strength for the material.

The samples were prepared by mixing fibers, surfactant, and water (3
L) in a vessel with a mixer (Netzsch, Hedensted, Denmark) at a
rotational speed of 3800 rpm (Figure 2a). The dosing of the fibers and
water was done so that the suspension consistency was 3.0% and the
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targeted final sample basis weight was 1300 g/m2. The suspension was
mixed until an air content of approximately 65% was achieved. This
took 6−10 min, depending on the surfactant and the fiber type. Foams
have a jamming transition at an air content around 64%,43,44 after which
the flow properties are significantly changed. A slightly higher foam air
content (in our case 65%) is needed to achieve a high porosity for the
structure but at the same time keeping the foam easily processable. In
the laboratory, the foam air content is measured simply by measuring
the final foam volume and comparing that to the initial liquid volume.

The wet foam was then poured into a metal mold and allowed to
drain through a forming fabric for 10min in ambient conditions (Figure
2b,c). The remaining thick wet sheet was dried overnight in an oven at
70 °C, after which the sheet thickness was measured. The thickness of
the samples varied in the range of 5−6.5 cm. The dry sheets were later
rewetted by water spraying to reach a solids content of 50%. The
rewetted samples were compressed between metal plates to the final ca.

Table 1. Composition of Foam-Formed Samples Prepared
from Hydrophobic (Denoted by “o” in the Sample Code)
and/or Hydrophilic (Marked by “i”) Fibersa

Viscose fiber type Surfactant (mM)

Sample Hydrophobic Hydrophilic CMF SDS Tween 20

1-o-S 100% 5% 2.1
2-i-S 100% 5%
3-o-T 100% 5% 5.3
4-i-T 100% 5%
5-oi-T 50% 50% 5%

aThe amount of CMF was calculated as the weight-% of the total
amount of viscose fibers.

Figure 2. (a) Ready-made fiber-foam in a foaming vessel. (b) A foam mold in which the fiber-foam is poured and allowed to drain before oven drying.
(c) Schematic illustration of the flow of foamwithin the mold, together with an illustration of the x- and y-directions and the thickness direction (or the
z-direction) of the sample. (d, e) The sign convention used in fiber orientation analysis describing the statistical distribution of the fiber orientation.
The shape of the function indicates the relative portion of fibers pointing in different directions. In (d), the angle 0° corresponds to the x-direction and
angles ±90° correspond to the y-direction. In (e), the angle 0° corresponds to the x−y plane, and the angle 90° corresponds to the thickness (z-)
direction.
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2 cm thickness (with a density of about 64 kg/m3) and dried overnight
in an oven at 70 °C. The wet foam and dried sample characteristics are
shown in Table S3. Two parallel 21 cm × 30 cm sheets were prepared
for each trial point except in the case of sample 5-oi-T, for which only
one sheet was made. Smaller samples of the sizes 2 cm × 2 and 5 cm × 5
cm (Figure 1) were cut from the formed sheets for further testing and
analysis. The forming procedure has been described in detail in an
earlier publication.45

2.6. Bubble Size Distribution Analysis. To analyze the bubble
size distribution of the foams, foam samples were collected with a
cuvette, which consisted of two glass plates (microscope slides, 75 mm
× 25 mm) parallel to each other, separated by a small distance (1.6
mm). Foam samples were collected by dipping the cuvette into the
foam and then placing it under a microscope with a camera. The width
of the imaged area was 2.00 mm, while the depth of view was about ±25
μm. Thus, only bubbles in contact with the upper glass plate were
focused correctly. A backlight panel (Schott Fostec DCR II) was used
to provide backlight for the image. The exposure time of the CCD
element of the camera was 120 ms. The Circular Hough Transform was
used in this study as the pattern recognition algorithm, in conjunction
with a nonbiased rule for sampling the partially visible bubbles in an
image. This algorithm is suitable for wet foams with almost spherical
bubbles. The more detailed procedure can be found in the literature.46

2.7. Analysis of Surfactant Residues in the Foam-Formed
Samples. Determination of SDS and Tween 20 residues in foam-
formed fiber samples was done by using solvent extraction
spectrophotometry according to the procedure described in the
literature.47 A dry sample (0.4−0.6 g) was accurately weighed in a
glass beaker and disintegrated in ca. 200 mL of deionized water. Fibers
were then separated by filtering through filter paper (Whatman 40) and
washed thoroughly with deionized water. The obtained filtrate was
again filtered through a membrane filter (0.45 μm ME 25) and diluted
to a final volume of 1000 mL. Two replicate determinations were made
for each material sample. SDS and Tween 20 concentrations were
measured from the obtained water extract by using solvent extraction

spectrophotometry and a surfactant vial test (Hach, United States); an
LCK 432 test was used for anionic SDS, and an LCK 333 test was used
for nonionic Tween 20. Calibration curves were established with known
concentrations of SDS and Tween 20.
2.8. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The internal

structure of the foam-formed samples was investigated using a scanning
electron microscope (Hitachi S-3700 N, Tokyo, Japan) operating at an
accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Prior to SEM, the samples were cut into 2
cm × 2 cm × 2 cm cuboids and broken into two halves by hand to reveal
the internal structure of the samples. The samples were then mounted
onto aluminum stubs using carbon tabs, followed by Au coating (Agar
Auto Sputter Coater, Essex, UK) at 40 mA for 1 min.
2.9. X-ray Tomography and Structural Analyses. To facilitate

the analysis of the fiber orientation in the samples, they were imaged
using a desktop microtomography scanner (RX Solutions, Chavanod,
France). Pieces of 2 cm × 2 cm × 2 cm were cut from the sheets and
attached to the tops of sample holder stubs. They were imaged using 40
kV X-ray tube voltage and 16 W electron beam power. The pixel size
was 17 μm, and 1600 projection images over 360° of rotation were
collected from each sample. The exposure time was 0.25 s, and five
projection images were averaged per angular step to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio. The total imaging time was therefore approximately 30
min per sample. The projections were reconstructed into volume
images using the filtered back projection algorithm and visualized using
Voreen software.48

Thresholding was applied to the volume images to create a
segmentation of the fibers. The threshold value was decided using
the Huang method49 and was kept the same for all the images as the
samples were made of similar material and imaged with an identical
imaging procedure. The fiber orientation was analyzed from the
thresholded images with the structure tensormethod (derivative σ= 16,
smoothing σ = 16), resulting in the 3D orientation distribution of the
fibers.50 The marginal distributions of the azimuthal and the polar
angles were determined. These correspond to the x-directional (i.e., the
direction of foam flow in forming) and the z-directional (thickness)

Figure 3. Light microscopy images of bubbles on (a) hydrophobic (o-fiber) and (b) hydrophilic (i-fiber) viscose fibers in a solution with 2 mM of SDS
(below the concentration for the wetting transition).
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orientation distributions, as shown in Figure 2. An image analysis was
performed using pi2 software (available at https://github.com/
arttumiettinen/pi2).

In addition, the pore size distribution was obtained by fitting spheres
into the structure so that each void voxel was labeled according to the
diameter of the largest sphere it fits inside. The mean pore size was then
calculated by averaging the diameters over all voxels. The pore size
profile over the sample thickness was otherwise calculated in the same
way except that the averages were obtained for a set of thin 2D slices.

Besides the above standard analyses, we also determined the mean
solid segment length in each direction of a sample both using the
structure as such and considering just the fiber bundles. The details of
this method are described in the Supporting Information.
2.10. Measurement of Compression Properties. Compression

tests were performed using an Instron universal tester (Model 5969,
Norwood, USA). The test specimens were compressed between two
flat plates, and the strain of the specimens was monitored using a
noncontact extensometer (Imetrum, Bristol, UK). Test specimens with
dimensions of 4 cm × 4 cm × 2 cm and 2 cm × 2 cm × 2 cm were used
to characterize the z-directional and x-directional compression
properties, respectively. The crosshead displacement speed and load
cells used were 2 mm min−1 and 50 kN, respectively. A total of five
specimens were tested for each type of sample.
2.11. Z-Directional Tensile Strength. Test specimens with

dimensions of 5 cm× 5 cm× 2 cmweremeasured using a Lloyd LR10K
universal tester (Lloyd Instruments Ltd., Bognor Regis, West Sussex,
UK). A double-sided tape (Scotch 3M) was used to attach the samples
to the measurement probes. The sample was first pressed with 20 N for
30 s to ensure that the tape was properly attached. After this, the probes
were pulled apart at a speed of 80 mm/min. The recorded z-tensile
strength is the average peak force of five parallel measurements.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Bubble Attachment to Fibers andModel Surfaces.

We first investigated bubble interaction with hydrophobic and
hydrophilic viscose fibers in an SDS solution of 2 mM with light
microscopy (Figure 3). Slight deformation of the air bubbles
near a hydrophobic fiber indicates adhesion to the fiber surface.
A similar bubble deformation at a fiber contact point was not
observed with hydrophilic fibers. The interaction behavior
obtained using anionic SDS surfactant agreed with earlier
observations found in captive bubble experiments for silica and
cellulose surfaces.31 The bubble attachment to these surfaces
depended on the surface energy, surfactant concentration, and
ionic content of the solution.31 These factors determine whether
surface wetting separated a bubble from the surface and
prevented the formation of a three-phase contact line. In the
case of the fibers, the bubble interaction was clearly not as strong
as with perfect hydrophobic surfaces seen in the previous
study,31 in which bubbles had a clear attachment to the
hydrophobic surface at a 2 mM SDS concentration. It is possible
that the hydrophobic fiber surface contains hydrophilic pinning
sites, reducing the bubble contact angle in a similar fashion to
that found earlier for a model cellulose (TMSC) surface.31

SDS adsorption on a hydrophobic fiber can also be stronger
than on a hydrophobic cellulose model surface due to the higher
roughness of the fiber surface.51 The root-mean-square (RMS)
roughness analyzed from an AFM image were 0.4 nm for
hydrophilic silica and 3.4 nm for hydrophobic silica,31 meaning
that the surfaces were extremely smooth. The surface roughness
increases the surface hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity. This is
because the surface area increases, and a rough hydrophobic
surface can also trap nanobubbles. Viscose fibers are often 10−
20 μm in diameter with lobed cross sections52 and deep grooves
along the fiber length (Figure S3). AMF imaging done with dry
viscose fibers have shown RMS values of 140 nm51 and the

dimensions of the surface grooves have been measured to be
over 3 μm.53 Thus, viscose fibers have both nanoscale and
microscale roughness, and bubble interaction with hydrophobic
viscose fiber can be even stronger than with smooth silica if not
reduced with adsorbed surfactant. In the case of hydrophilic
viscose, the bubble−fiber interaction is assumed to be very weak
even with relatively rough surfaces and easily changed with
surfactant.

Using a Tween 20 solution at a concentration of 5.3 mM, we
did not see any attachment between bubbles and fibers for either
fiber type. Therefore, we repeated the model surface studies for
this surfactant as well. The bubbles did not attach to hydrophilic
silica in water or in the used Tween 20 solutions (0.01−5.3
mM). When exceeding the critical micelle concentration
(CMC) of ca. 0.06 mM for Tween 20,54 bubbles did not attach
to the hydrophobic silica surface either. Below the CMC, the
hydrophobic surface was able to capture a bubble, but the
probability for this depended on the bubble stabilization time.
During the first 10 min of stabilization, the surface tension of the
Tween 20 solutions (0.01 and 0.05 mM) decreased to γ ≈ 45.5
mN/m (Figure S1) and the bubble attachment probability was
low (only 10−30%). It has been shown previously31 that the
critical surface tension of bubble attachment in an ionic SDS
solution is around γ ≈ 40.0 mN/m, and the attachment behavior
starts to be irregular at around γ ≈ 45.0 mN/m, when the various
surface and interface energies almost balance one another and
the system is very sensitive to slight variations in experimental
conditions.

However, when bubbles were only stabilized for 0 to 5 min
instead of 10 min, the bubble attachment probability was higher
(85%). A shorter stabilization time corresponds to a higher
surface tension and an unstable system as some time is needed
for a rather large nonionic molecule to adsorb on the air−water
interphase. This is then seen as an increased attachment
probability. Surface tension also affected the measured contact
angle of the bubble. The bubble contact angle (θB) was larger in
solutions with higher surface tension and decreased as surface
tension decreased (Figure 4a). Similar behavior has also been
reported with hydrophobic silica in SDS solutions.31

We analyzed the wetting transition of hydrophobic silica in
Tween 20 solutions by estimating the energy changes of the
immersed surface (γSL) at different surface tensions (γ) (Figures
4b and S2). A modified Young−Laplace equation (eq 1) was
applied here, wherein an additional term, γSV, is added on the left
side of the equation to describe the average frictional tension of
the moving three-phase contact line during attachment (a
dynamic case):31,55

2 cosSV SL LV B= + (1)

where γSV is the free surface energy of the hydrophobic silica (22
mN/m), γLV is the surface tension of the solution, and θB is the
bubble contact angle.

The effective value of γSL was calculated from eq 1 using the
measured values for γSV, γLV, and θB. In water, the effective γSL of
the hydrophobic surface is 29.7 mN/m. It was shown in our
previous paper31 that in a pure SDS solution, γSL approaches the
solid−vapor surface energy of 22.0 mN/m near the wetting
transition, after which bubbles no longer attach to the model
surface. When plotting Tween 20 results with those obtained
with SDS on the same graph, we found a similar trend for both
surfactants (Figure 4b). In particular, the wetting transition took
place at a similar effective γSL value for both surfactants. This
agreement strengthens the earlier interpretation31 that bubble
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attachment is controlled by surface and interface energies.
Interestingly, this behavior is not sensitive to whether the
surfactant concentration is close to the CMC (as is the case for
Tween 20) or clearly below it (as is the case for SDS).
Combining the estimated values of the surface and interface

energies with the bubble geometry makes it possible to evaluate
the total energy of a bubble in a solution.31 For the size of the
bubble used, the interface energy in water is high, around 900 nJ.
This energy is reduced by 208 nJ when the bubble attaches to the
surface.31 SDS addition has been shown to reduce the energy
gain achieved by attachment.31 The energy reduction follows the
same trend for Tween 20 (Figure S2) because of the similar
behavior of surface and interface energies (Figure 4b) near the
wetting transition. No electrostatic forces were considered in
these calculations.
The above theoretical estimates for the wetting transition

obtained with the captive bubble experiments can predict the
type of interaction between fibers and bubbles during the foam
forming of the samples. With hydrophilic fibers, the interaction
between fibers and bubbles was expected to be very weak in
water or in any surfactant solution due to the intensive wetting of
the hydrophilic surface. However, with hydrophobic fibers the
surfactant concentration was expected to play a significant role if
the concentration was below that of the wetting transition.

Tween 20 requires a relatively high concentration (5.3 mM)
to reach the target air content of wet foam during foam forming.
This level is 100 times larger than the CMC for Tween 20 and
corresponds to the surface tension of γ ≈ 39.0 mN/m.
According to Figure 4b, the wetting transition happens around
40 mN/m for hydrophobic silica surface. The contact angles of
hydrophobic silica surface and hydrophobic fiber were equal (θ
= 100°). Thus, it was assumed that in the foaming concentration
of Tween 20 used, there would be no interaction between fibers
and bubbles due to the surface wetting. This was seen also in the
light microscopy investigations mentioned earlier where no
bubble deformation at a fiber contact point in the Tween 20
solution for either fiber type was observed.

The situation is different for the SDS surfactant, which foams
more easily, as seen from the foaming time (Table S3). The used
SDS amount (2.1 mM) is well below the CMC of SDS (ca. 8
mM). The amount used corresponds to the surface tension of ca.
52 mN/m, with which bubble attachment is possible for
hydrophobic silica. Therefore, one can expect similar attach-
ment for the hydrophobic fiber, which was seen as a slight
deformation of the air bubble near a hydrophobic fiber in light
microscopy investigations (Figure 3).
3.2. Effect of Surfactant Type on Fiber-Foam Proper-

ties. The bubble size of the mixed fiber-foams were different for
SDS and Tween 20 (Figure 5). Despite similar air contents
(Table S3), the bubble size was smaller for Tween 20, for which
a higher surfactant concentration was used than in the case of
SDS. The mean bubble size is generally inversely proportional to
the viscosity of the continuous liquid phase during mixing and
directly proportional to the surface tension.56 The higher dosage
of nonionic surfactant and the lower surface tension led to a
foam with smaller bubbles.

For both surfactants, the mean bubble size was slightly higher
for the hydrophobic fibers than for the hydrophilic ones
immediately after mixing (Figure 5b). Figure 5c,d shows the
bubble size distribution of SDS and Tween foams. A large
proportion of bubbles are under 50 μm for both of the
surfactants and fiber types. However, hydrophobic fibers have
another peak around 80 μm, which shows up as a larger mean
bubble size compared to the hydrophilic fibers. This was seen for
both surfactants. This latter peak seems to grow during
coarsening, which suggests that hydrophobic fibers somehow
initially speed up this process and make it visible already 30 s
after the mixing is stopped. The reason for this could be the
higher amount of entrapped air over the hydrophobic fiber
surface.

The situation becomes the opposite when following the foam
coarsening for 10 min.32 In this case, the bubble size distribution
changed more in the case of hydrophilic fibers for both
surfactants (see Figures 5c,d). In other words, hydrophilic fibers
did not slow down the gas diffusion between the bubbles as
much as the hydrophobic fibers did. Hydrophobic fibers may
cover some air interfaces and thus block the gas diffusion
through these parts. This is somewhat similar to the shielding
effect in Pickering foams where hydrophobic micro- and
nanoparticles increase the foam stability as the bubbles
coalescence and liquid drainage is hindered.57 Besides the
above features of the wet foam, the interaction strength turns out
to also be an important factor for the dried structures obtained
with different surfactants and fiber hydrophobicity.
3.3. Structural Arrangements during Foam Forming.

In foam forming, besides the surfactant−fiber system, we expect
the CMF−surfactant suspension rheology to affect the fiber

Figure 4. (a) Bubble contact angle (θB) of the immersed hydrophobic
silica surface as a function of surface tension (γ) in Tween 20 solutions
of 0.01 mM (open diamonds) and 0.05 mM (closed diamonds). There
was no bubble attachment at a concentration of 5.3 mM (γ ≈ 39.0 mN/
m). (b) Solid−liquid surface energy (γSL) of the same model surface,
estimated based on eq 1. Close to the transition surface tension (40
mN/m), γSL approaches the measured solid−vapor surface energy γSV
of 22.0 mN/m (the horizontal dashed line) and bubble attachment
behavior begins to scatter. This happens for both SDS (black circles)
and Tween 20 solutions (yellow diamonds). The data for the SDS
surfactant has been published earlier by Ketola et al.31 and is
reproduced here under a CC-BY license.
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movement and deposition during the forming process. CMF is a
high-aspect-ratio material with a length of several micrometers
and a width of tens of nanometers, already displaying gel-like
behavior at a low concentration (e.g., 0.125%),58 which is close
to the CMF concentration used in this study (0.17% in liquid
phase). CMF is also an efficient viscosity modifier. However,
higher concentrations (0.3% in liquid phase) of CMF would be
needed to really affect the rheology without any additives.59,60

The interaction between hydrophilic viscose and CMF is
expected to bemainly repulsive61−63 due to the anionic charge of
the materials. However, close contact may lead to adhesion
between these two cellulose surfaces due to the interpenetration
of surface polymer chains. This interaction can be enhanced with
electrolytes or additives. In the case of hydrophobic viscose, a
weak hydrophobic interaction could exist between the fiber
surface and CMF due to the amphiphilic character of cellulose.
The viscosities of the pure surfactant solutions are low, 0.9

mPa·s for 2 mM SDS64 and 1.0 mPa·s for 5.3 mM Tween 20,65

but an addition of surfactants to the CMF suspension has been
shown to slightly increase the gelling behavior of CMF.58

However, anionic SDS causes fibril aggregation when the SDS
concentration is high enough (55.5 mM).66,67 With nonionic
surfactants, similar fibril aggregation has not been reported, and
it has been suggested that the stabilizing effect of nonionic
surfactant is due to the bridging of micelles and cellulose fibrils
via ethoxylated surfactant headgroups.58

In our current study, the low SDS concentration (2.1 mM)
used was not expected to affect the suspension liquid viscosity or
the fibril aggregation during forming. In the SDS foam,
hydrophilic fibers, CMF, and bubbles repel each other due to

the negative charges of their surfaces (Figure 2b). Therefore,
bubble layers can easily slide over each other, causing a shear
flow field that orientates the fibers effectively in the x-direction
during sheet forming. Hydrophobic fibers were shown to have
greater interaction with the bubbles (Figure 2a), which could
affect the fiber flow and orientation during forming. The
addition level of nonionic Tween 20 was larger (5.3 mM) than
that of SDS. Possible interaction between the ethoxylated
headgroups of nonionic surfactant and cellulose (Figure 6)
could increase the interaction between the fibers and CMF and
thus increase both liquid and foam viscosity. Tcholakova et al.68

Figure 5. (a) Microscopy images of the bubble size distribution of 1-o-S fiber foam, measured within 30 s after mixing and after 10 min of foam
coarsening. (b) Average bubble radius, measured within 30 s after mixing and after 10 min of foam coarsening. (c) Bubble size distribution of SDS
foams measured within 30 s after mixing and after 10 min of foam coarsening. (d) Bubble size distribution of Tween 20 foams measured within 30 s
after mixing and after 10 min of foam coarsening. The bubble radius refers to the Sauter mean radius r[3,2], describing the average volume over surface
area ratio of bubbles.

Figure 6. Illustration of an interaction mechanism between a bubble
and a hydrophobic fiber in a Tween 20-CMF solution. The ethoxylated
hydrophilic headgroups of the Tween 20 micelles associate with each
other and with the cellulose, increasing the viscosity of the system.
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theoretically predict a lower power-law index of shear stress for
foams containing shear-thinning liquid. Fibers would then be
less free to move and orientate during forming.
The fiber orientation and pore size profile of the structures in

the x−y plane were analyzed computationally from the X-ray
tomography images (Figures 7 and S5−9). The foam-formed
samples were rewetted and pressed to roughly equal thickness
and density before the structural analysis to eliminate the effect
of these differences from the results. The pressing step caused a
partial collapse of the structural pores. However, earlier works
have shown that the general differences in the pore size
distribution, for example, are not affected by this operation.27

The comparison between the experimental cases was carried out
using the middle part of the samples where surface pressing had
the lowest effect. Differences in the fiber orientation were mainly
observed in the x−y plane, and only a minor number of the fiber
segments were oriented in the thickness direction (Figure S6).
As expected, sample 2-i-S was the most oriented and had the

lowest density after forming (before pressing) due to the
repulsive interactions between bubbles and fibers (Figure 3b).

Moreover, sample 2-i-S had the most even pore-size profile over
the thickness direction (Figure S7).

A slightly smaller x-directional fiber orientation was measured
for 1-o-S than for sample 2-i-S (Figure 7a). Before pressing,
sample 1-o-S was denser (Table S3) than all the other samples.
Reduced foam stability could not explain this difference because
slower foam coarsening was observed for 1-o-S compared with
the other samples (Figure 5c). Thus, the largest collapse of
sample 1-o-S during drainage was probably caused by the strong
interaction of fibers with bubbles that dragged the fibers during
foam coarsening into the microscale walls (Figure 7b)
surrounding large pores (Figure S7). The analysis of the mean
solid segment lengths (Table S6) indeed showed significant
formation of extended fiber bundles in the final structure of
sample 1-o-S that were also visible in the SEM images (Figure
S4).

The Tween 20 samples had less fiber orientation anisotropy
than the SDS samples (Figure 7). This suggests a micelle−
nanofibril bridging inside the Tween 20 foam matrix (Figure 6),
which is associated with high foam viscosity. Samples 3-o-T and

Figure 7. (a) Fiber orientation in the x−y plane. The angle 0° corresponds to the x-direction, and angles±90° correspond to the y-direction (Figure 2).
(b) X-ray images of the samples prepared using hydrophobic and hydrophilic fibers and SDS and Tween 20 surfactants. The gray images were
visualized using Voreen software and show the x−z cross sections of the whole 2 cm × 2 cm sample piece. The black images represent a slice of the
structure in the x-direction. More X-ray images of the samples can be found in the Supporting Information (Figure S5).
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5-oi-T, especially, had extremely uniform x−y fiber orientations,
which indicates a strong interaction between the fibers and the
foam. This also caused a larger average pore size in these samples
compared to sample 4-i-T (Figure S7) with hydrophilic fibers
and stronger x−y orientation anisotropy. According to the mean
solid segment length analysis (Table S6), the Tween 20
surfactant led to shorter segment lengths (less extended fiber
bundles) than SDS. The segment length was smallest for sample
3-o-T in the z-direction, which indicates a somewhat layered
structure in this sample. Similar layering in the spatial
distribution of the fibers has been found earlier in very low
density foam-formed materials.28

3.4. Anisotropy inMechanical Properties.The structural
differences caused by the forming process impacted the
mechanical properties of the samples after foam removal and
drying. Both the z-directional tensile strength and the
compression modulus in the z- and x-directions (Figure 8)
were measured from the samples. General trends with respect to
the fiber orientation were clearly distinguishable despite large
standard deviations of single measurements. CMF (the bonding

agent) was successfully retained in the structures (Figures 1 and
S4). The measured amounts of the SDS residues in the samples
were relatively low (3 g/kg), and the differences between the
samples in this respect were small (Tables S4 and S5). In
particular, the fiber surface energy did not seem to affect this
level. The residue amounts were almost an order of magnitude
larger for Tween 20 (15 g/kg) but still remained under 2% of the
total fiber mass. Thus, the differences in the mechanical
properties mainly result from differences in the spatial fiber
distribution and alignment.

There were quite large differences in the z-strength among the
different sample types (Figure 8a). In general, the measured z-
strength decreased with increasing x-directional orientation
anisotropy (Figure 8b), causing a decay in the number of
interfiber joints. In our case, the fiber orientation also reflected
changes in the foam rheology and microstructure.

The fiber orientation anisotropy was largest for sample 2-i-S
with a partial separation of hydrophilic fibers and SDS bubbles
during forming (Figure 7a). This resulted in more planar
fracture surfaces during z-directional tensile loading than in the

Figure 8. (a)Z-directional tensile strength of the samples. Demonstration videos of themeasurements can be found in the Supporting Information. (b)
Z-directional strength as a function of the fiber orientation in the x-direction. (c) Sample 1-o-S, with a connected fiber structure, is generally associated
with a nonplanar fracture surface under tensile loading. The z-strength of sample 3-o-T is the lowest because the sample has the strongest structural
layering. (d) Elastic modulus at 10% strain for x-directional and z-directional compressions. (e)X-directional compressionmodulus as a function of the
fiber orientation anisotropy in this direction.
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case of 1-o-S, for which the fracture surfaces were irregular and
tilted and the z-strength was higher (Figure 8b). Even though
the segment lengths of samples 1-o-S and 2-i-S were similar
when including all fibers (Table S6), a clearly larger increase was
seen in the segment lengths for 1-o-S than for 2-i-S when
considering just fiber bundles with a diameter greater than 25
μm. As mentioned earlier, in sample 1-o-S the fibers seemed to
form microscale vertical walls surrounding large pores, which
were less extended for 2-i-S.
The strength behavior was dramatically different when

changing the surfactant from SDS to Tween 20. The earlier
trend between the z-strength and x-directional orientation
anisotropy was followed by the hydrophilic fibers (sample 4-i-T)
and when half of the fibers were replaced by hydrophobic ones
(sample 5-oi-T). However, when all the fibers were hydrophobic
(sample 3-o-T), the z-strength dropped to the lowest level
among all samples. Figure 8c shows that sample 3-o-T was
extremely layered and broke down easily in the planar direction
during tensile loading. This behavior was in sharp contrast with
that found for 1-o-S. Most probably, the bridges formed by
ethoxylated surfactant headgroups, connected firmly with the
hydrophobic fiber surface (Figure 6), prevented not only the
orientation of fibers but also their tumbling during forming,69

resulting in a layered fiber structure for 3-o-T.
When using hydrophilic fibers instead (sample 4-i-T), the

layers did not separate from one another as easily. This is partly
explained by the smaller mean bubble (Figure 5b) and pore sizes
(Figure S7) obtained in this case. Quite surprisingly, the highest
z-strength was obtained for sample 5-oi-T. It appears that even a
small increase in the mean (bundle) segment length in the z-
direction was sufficient to increase strength in the same direction
(Figure S9). However, the two different surfactants did not fall
on the same trend line, which indicates that finer structural
details such as interfiber bonding also contribute to the observed
strength behavior.
In general, the compression modulus in the z-direction was

fairly similar (56 ± 7 kPa) for all the samples but varied a lot in
the x-direction (Figure 8d). The well connected 1-o-S gave the
highest z-directional modulus but the smallest one in the x-
direction, despite its significant fiber orientation in the latter
direction (Figure 8e). It is possible that the large pores inside
sample 1-o-S enabled its easier deformation in the x-direction. In
contrast, the x-compression modulus was remarkably high for
sample 2-i-S with the strongest orientation anisotropy. The
moduli of the Tween 20 samples followed their fiber alignment,

so that the smallest z-directional stiffness was measured for the
layered sample 3-o-T.

A closer inspection of the x-directional compression (Figure
9a) reveals that the stress−strain curves of the most layered
sample 3-o-T has a shape typically found for cellular solids. The
initial linear rise and softening (around the strain ϵ = 0.1) is
followed up by a plateau region, after which the stress begins to
increase rapidly due to material densification. The softening is
caused by the buckling of the fiber layers.28 For the other
samples (except 2-i-S), a gradual increase in the stress is also
seen for intermediate strain values. On the other hand, the z-
directional compression (Figure 9b) lacks a plateau region in all
measurements, and the relative deviations among the samples
are smaller than for the x-directional compression. When
averaged over all sample types, the stress behavior quite closely
follows the prediction by Ketoja et al.,45 which assumes
individual fiber segments will buckle during deformation instead
of larger fiber layers. The theoretical stress σ for varied strain ϵ
can be solved with the following formulas:

s
( )

( )
0

2=
[ ] (2)

s( ) 1 e s( )[ + ] = (3)

Here s is a universal function describing the shortening of the
buckling fiber segments as the compression proceeds.45 The
stiffening effect observed earlier for added nanocelluloses and
fines27 is minor for the current viscose-fiber samples with 5% of
added CMF. For large compressions (ϵ > 0.5), collective
phenomena lead to a deviation between eqs 2−3) and the
measured stress. This has been shown earlier byMak̈inen et al.70

using acoustic measurements for similar wood-fiber samples.
The deviation is identical for our samples as well.
3.5. Application of Results. Our main aim was to study

general mechanisms of bubble−fiber interaction and its effects
on dry material properties. The results can be used to develop
foam-formed materials for specific applications where certain
structural and mechanical properties are required. The materials
prepared in the study had a basis weight of 1300 g/m2, a density
around 65 kg/m3, and a compression strength in the range of
50−150 kPa. Comparable compression strengths are measured
for flexible polymer foams with a similar density.16 Thus, the
studied foam-formed material could be used for example in
cushioning applications to replace some oil-based solid foams.

Figure 9. Stress−strain behavior for the x-directional compression (a) and z-directional compression (b). In the latter case, we also show the fitting of
the average of all the samples (the solid black curve) to the segment buckling theory (the dashed black curve), eqs 2−3 with σ0 = 83 kPa.
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The combination of hydrophilic fibers with a nonionic
surfactant resulted in the highest z-directional strength and in
the second highest x-directional compression modulus. The
structure was not as strongly oriented as with anionic surfactant,
which was probably due to the strong interaction between the
surfactant and fiber-surface. On the other hand, the combination
of hydrophobic fibers and nonionic surfactant had a negative
effect on the z-directional strength due to the fiber layering.
Interestingly, the negative effect of hydrophobic fibers could be
compensated for by replacing part of the fibers with hydrophilic
ones. A mixture of hydrophobic and hydrophilic viscose fibers
with a nonionic surfactant had similar properties to samples of
solely hydrophilic ones.
We expect the above general mechanisms to be valid for a

much wider set of foaming agents than the ones studied in this
work. Thus, our findings are important in developing lightweight
fiber materials and industrial foam-forming processes. For
example, a connected fiber network with good strength
properties could be of interest for filtration and absorption
structures where the air or liquid flow inside the material could
be enhanced due to the less oriented fibers. Additionally,
converting processes (e.g., 3D forming) involving deformations
in several directions could benefit from the isotropic
compression properties achieved here with hydrophobic fibers
and an anionic surfactant.
Besides mixing and web forming operations, differences in the

rheology of fiber suspensions, originating from the material
chemistry, could also affect other processes, such as suspension
pumping and foam removal (drainage).44 In practice, the
preferred material performance thus has to be balanced with
energy and other costs of the industrial process.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Model surface studies have shown that bubbles repel hydrophilic
cellulose and attach to hydrophobic cellulose under a specific
surfactant concentration for wetting transition. This knowledge
was applied in preparing low-density foam-formed structures
using hydrophilic and hydrophobic viscose fibers. Anionic SDS
and nonionic Tween 20 were used for foaming, and cellulose
microfibrils were used for bonding the structure, and the effect of
the surfactant type on the bubble adhesion behavior and final
material properties was studied. Based on the results, the
following general conclusions were made:
1. A similar transition in the bubble attachment tendency to

that found for model surfaces also exists for (smooth) cellulosic
fibers. The interaction strength depends on the surface tension
of the suspension and the hydrophobicity of a fiber surface. The
uneven surface energy of the fibers may complicate the situation,
reducing the interaction strength and the observed contact angle
for a bubble on the fiber surface.
2. Despite complete surface wetting for low surface tension,

the molecular level bridging of surfactant (as is the case here for
Tween 20) headgroups with cellulose can have a significant
effect on the foam−fiber interaction.
3. When the interaction is weak, bubbles and fibers partly

separate during foam forming. This impacts not only on the
foam coarsening but also on the orientation anisotropy and the
layering of the final fiber network.
4. The stronger the layering of the material is, the more

anisotropic the mechanical properties under tensile or
compressive loadings. Surprisingly, isotropic compression
properties were found for a connected network of hydrophobic
viscose fibers, foam formed with SDS as a surfactant.
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